APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS
163.3164, Florida Statutes and from Rule 9J-5.003, Florida Administrative Code and from
the City of Milton Land Development Regulations:
Affordable Housing: Housing for which monthly rents or monthly mortgage payments, including
taxes, insurance, and utilities, do not exceed 30 percent of that amount which represents the
percentage of the median adjusted gross annual income for the households or persons
indicated in Section 420.004, F.S. Affordable housing definitions that are prescribed by other
affordable housing programs administered by either the United States Department of Housing
and Urban Development or the State of Florida may be used by local governments if such
programs are implemented by the local government to provide affordable housing.
Agricultural Uses: Activities within land areas which are predominantly used for the cultivation of
crops and livestock including: cropland, pastureland, orchards, vineyards, nurseries, ornamental
horticulture areas, groves, confined feeding operations, specialty farms, and silviculture areas.
Airport Clear Zone: A designated area of land which is subject to peak aircraft noise and on
which there is the highest potential of danger from airport operations.
Airport Facility: Any area of land or water improved, maintained or operated by a governmental
agency for the landing and takeoff of aircraft, or privately owned paved runways of 4,000 or
more feet in length, and any appurtenant area which is used for airport buildings, or other airport
facilities or rights-of-way.
Airport Obstruction: Any structure, object of natural growth, existing condition, or use of land
which obstructs the airspace required for the flight of aircraft in landing or taking off at an airport
or which otherwise increases the risk of danger to aircraft operations.
Amendment: Any action of a local government which has the effect of amending, adding to,
deleting from or changing an adopted comprehensive plan element or map or map series,
including an action affecting a prior plan or plan amendment adoption ordinance, but shall not
mean a legislative act which only codifies local legislation or makes corrections, updates and
modifications of the capital improvements element concerning costs, revenue sources,
acceptance of facilities or facility construction dates consistent with the plan as provided in
subsection 163.3177(3)(b), F.S., and corrections, updates or modifications of current costs in
other elements, as provided in subsection 163.3187(2), F.S.
Area of Jurisdiction: The total area qualifying under the provisions of the Local Government
Comprehensive Planning and Land Development Regulation Act, whether this be all of the
lands lying within the limits of an incorporated municipality, lands in and adjacent to
incorporated municipalities, all unincorporated lands within a county, or areas comprising
combinations of the lands in incorporated municipalities and unincorporated areas of counties.
Areas Subject to Coastal Flooding: Areas delineated by the regional or local Hurricane
Evacuation Plan as requiring evacuation.
Arterial Road: A roadway providing service which is relatively continuous and of relatively high
traffic volume, long trip length, and high operating speed. In addition, every United States
numbered highway is an arterial road.

Beach: The zone of unconsolidated material that extends landward from the mean low water
line to the place where there is marked change in material or physiographic form, or to the line
of permanent vegetation, usually the effective limit of the storm waves. “Beach” as used in the
Coastal Management Element requirements is limited to oceanic and estuarine shorelines.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Ways: Any road, path or way which is open to bicycle travel and traffic
afoot and from which motor vehicles are excluded.
Capital Budget: the portion of each local government’s budget which reflects capital
improvements scheduled for a fiscal year.
Capital Improvement: Physical assets constructed or purchased to provide, improve or replace
a public facility and which are large scale and high in cost. The cost of a capital improvement is
generally nonrecurring and may require multi-year financing. For the purposes of Rule 9J-5,
F.A.C., physical assets which have been identified as existing or projected needs in the
individual comprehensive plan elements shall be considered capital improvements.
Central Business District: A compact urban core of a municipality or unincorporated urbanized
area which serves as the primary center for economic activity in the jurisdiction.
Clustering: The grouping together of structures and infrastructure on a portion of a development
site.
Coastal Area: The 35 coastal counties and all coastal municipalities within their boundaries
designated by the state land planning agency. These local governments are listed in the
document entitled Local Governments Required to Include Coastal Management Elements in
Their Comprehensive Plans, dated July 1, 1986. The local governments listed in the document
and any other communities that incorporate subsequent to July 1, 1986, and meet the criteria in
Section 380.24, F.S., shall also be included in the coastal area.
Coastal Barriers: Barrier islands, spits, peninsulas, or similar landforms which front the Atlantic
Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, or Straits of Florida and which separate estuaries or harbors from the
open waters of the Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico or Straits of Florida.
Coastal High Hazard Areas (CHHA, also high-hazard coastal area): The evacuation zone for a
Category 1 hurricane as established in the regional hurricane evacuation study applicable to the
local government.
Coastal Planning Area: Area of the local government’s choosing when preparing and
implementing all requirements of the coastal management element (except those requirements
relating to hurricane evacuation, hazard mitigation, water quality, water quantity, estuarine
pollution, or estuarine environmental quality); however, this area must encompass all of the
following where they occur within the local government’s jurisdiction: water and submerged
lands of oceanic water bodies or estuarine water bodies; shoreline adjacent to ocean waters or
estuaries; coastal barriers; living marine resources; marine wetlands; water dependent facilities
or water-related facilities on oceanic or estuarine waters; or public access facilities to the ocean
beaches or estuarine shorelines; and all land adjacent to such occurrences where development
activities would impact the integrity or quality of the above. When preparing and implementing
the hurricane evacuation or hazard mitigation requirements of the coastal management
element, the coastal planning area shall be those portions of the local government’s jurisdiction
which lie in the hurricane vulnerability zone. When preparing and implementing the
requirements of the coastal management element concerning water quality, water quantity,
estuarine pollution, or estuarine environmental quality, the coastal planning area shall be all
occurrences within the local government’s jurisdiction of oceanic waters or estuarine waters.

Coastal or Shore Protection Structures: shore-securing structures, such as seawalls, bulkheads,
revetments, rubble mound structures, groins, breakwaters, and aggregates of materials other
than natural beach sand used for beach or shore protection and other structures which are
intended to prevent erosion or protect other structures from wave and hydrodynamic forces
including beach and dune restoration.
Collector Road: A roadway providing service which is of relatively moderate traffic volume,
moderate trip length, and moderate operating speed. Collector roads collect and distribute
traffic between local roads or arterial roads.
Commercial Uses: Activities within land areas which are predominantly connected with the
sale, rental and distribution of products, or performance of services.
Community Park: A park located near major roadways, and designed to serve the needs of
more than one neighborhood.
Compatibility: A condition in which land uses or conditions can coexist in relative proximity to
each other in a stable fashion over time such that no use or condition is unduly negatively
impacted directly or indirectly by another use or condition.
Composition: The makeup of various land uses by types, extent, intensity, density, or
otherwise, which are included in a development or land use category.
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan: the plans prepared by the county civil defense
or county emergency management agency addressing weather related natural hazards and
man-made disasters except nuclear power plant accidents and war. The plan covers hazard
mitigation, emergency preparedness, emergency response, emergency recovery and in coastal
counties, hurricane evacuation.
Comprehensive Plan: A document based upon relevant and appropriate data and analysis and
permanent and seasonal population projections and estimates which provides the principles,
guidelines, standards, and strategies for the orderly and balanced growth of all aspects of an
area including but not limited to 5 and 10 year planning periods; it shall consist of all the various
components and sub-components of the following: a capital improvements element, a future
land use element, a transportation element, a general sanitary sewer, solid waste, drainage,
potable water, and natural groundwater aquifer recharge element, a conservation element, a
recreation and open space element, a housing element, and an intergovernmental coordination
element at the very least.
Concurrency: That the necessary public facilities and services to maintain the adopted level of
service standards are available when the impacts of development occur.
Concurrency Management System: The procedures and/or process that the local government
will utilize to assure that development orders and permits are not issued unless the necessary
facilities and services are available concurrent with the impacts of development.
Cone of Influence: An area around one or more major water wells the boundary of which is
determined by the government agency having specific statutory authority to make such a
determination based on groundwater travel or drawdown depth.
Conservation Use: Activities or conditions within land areas designated for the purpose of
conserving or protecting natural resources or environmental quality, including areas designated
for such purposes as flood control, protection of quality or quantity of groundwater or surface
water, floodplain management, commercially or recreationally valuable fish and shellfish, or
protection of vegetative communities or wildlife habitats.

Currently Available Revenue Sources: An existing source and amount of revenue presently
available to the local government. It does not include a local government’s present intent to
increase the future level or amount of a revenue source which is contingent on ratification by
public referendum.
Density: An objective measurement of the number of people or residential units allowed per unit
of land, such as residents or employees per acre.
Developer: Any person, including a governmental agency, undertaking any development as
defined in the Local Government Comprehensive Planning and Land Development Regulation
Act.
Development or Development Activity: is defined to include any and all of the following:
a) Construction, cleaning filling, excavating, grading, paving, dredging, or other similar
activities;
b) Building, installing, enlarging, replacing and/or substantially restoring a structure,
impervious surface or water management system:
c) Long-term storage of material;
d) Any subdivision of land, including minor re-plats and minor subdivisions;
e) Erection of a permanent sign unless exempted by Article V, Section V-7, Sign Regulations
the Land Development Regulations;
f) Alteration or renovation of a regulated historical structure for which authorization is
required under the Land Development Regulations;
g) Changing the use of a site or structure so that the need for parking is increased or other
site alteration is involved;
h) Construction, elimination or alteration of a driveway onto a public street.
Development Controls: Standards in the comprehensive plan which control the development or
use of land and which are in addition to the densities, intensities, and uses assigned to land by
the future conditions maps.
Development Order: Any order granting, denying, or granting with conditions an application for a
development permit.
Development Permit: Includes any building permit, zoning permit, subdivision approval,
rezoning, certification, special exception, variance, or any other official action of local
government having the effect of permitting the development of land.
Distribution: The spatial array of land uses throughout an area.
Downtown Revitalization: The physical and economic renewal of a central business district of a
community as designated by local government, and includes both downtown development and
redevelopment.
Drainage Basin or Stormwater Basin: the area defined by the topographic boundaries that
contributes stormwater to a watershed, drainage system, estuarine waters, or ocean waters,
including all areas artificially added to the basin.
Drainage Detention Structure: a structure that collects and temporarily stores stormwater for the
purpose of treatment through physical, chemical, or biological processes with subsequent
gradual release of the stormwater.
Drainage Facilities: a system of man-made structures designed to collect, convey hold, divert or
discharge stormwater and includes stormwater sewers, canals, detention structures and
retention structures.

Drainage Retention Structure: a structure designed to collect and prevent the release of a given
volume of stormwater by complete on-site storage.
Dune: a mound or ridge of loose sediments, usually sand-sized sediments, lying landward of the
beach and extending inland to the landward toe of the dune that intercepts the 100-year stormsurge.
Educational Uses: Activities and facilities of public or private primary or secondary schools,
vocational and technical schools, and colleges and universities licensed by the Florida
Department of Education, including the areas of buildings, campus open space, dormitories,
recreational facilities or parking.
Environmentally Sensitive Lands: Areas of land or water which are determined necessary by the
local government, based on locally determined criteria, to conserve or protect natural habitats
and ecological systems. Nothing in this definition shall be construed to prohibit silviculture
operations which employ the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Affairs Best
Management Practices as revised in 1993.
Estuary: A semi-enclosed, naturally existing coastal body of water in which saltwater is naturally
diluted by fresh water and which has a connection with oceanic waters, including bays,
embayment’s, lagoons, sounds and tidal streams.
Evacuation Routes: Routes designed by the county civil defense authorities or regional
evacuation plan, for the movement of persons to safety, in the event of a hurricane.
Evaluation and Appraisal Review: An instrument intended to evaluate and assess the
effectiveness of a local government’s comprehensive plan; it is to be adopted at least once
every 7 years as part of the local governments ongoing and continuing planning processes
Existing Urban Service Area: Built-up areas where public facilities and services such as sewage
treatment systems, roads, schools, and recreation areas are already in place.
Extent: The amount of development, including the area or size in acres.
Facility Availability: Whether or not a facility is available in a manner to satisfy the concurrency
management system.
Financial feasibility means that sufficient revenues are currently available or will be available
from committed funding sources for the first 3 years, or will be available from committed or
planned funding sources for years 4 and 5, of a 5-year capital improvement schedule for
financing capital improvements, such as ad valorem taxes, bonds, state and federal funds, tax
revenues, impact fees, and developer contributions, which are adequate to fund the projected
costs of the capital improvements identified in the comprehensive plan necessary to ensure that
adopted level-of-service standards are achieved and maintained within the period covered by
the 5-year schedule of capital improvements. A comprehensive plan shall be deemed
financially feasible for transportation and school facilities throughout the planning period
addressed by the capital improvements schedule if it can be demonstrated that the level-ofservice standards will be achieved and maintained by the end of the planning period even if in a
particular year such improvements are not concurrent as required by s.163.3180.
Floodplains: areas inundated during a 100-year flood event or identified by the National Flood
Insurance Program as an A Zone or V Zone on Flood Insurance Rate Maps or Flood Hazard
Boundary Maps.
Flood prone Areas: areas inundated during a 100-year flood event or areas identified by the
National Flood Insurance Program as an A Zone on Flood Insurance Rate Maps or Flood
Hazard Boundary Maps.

Foster Care Facility: A facility which houses foster residents and provides a family living
environment for the residents, including such supervision and care as may be necessary to
meet the physical, emotional and social needs of the residents and serving either children or
adult foster residents.
Functional Relationship: A complementary and interactive relationship among land uses or
development, including at a minimum a substantial and positive exchange of human interaction,
goods, resources, institutions, services, jobs or workers between land uses or developments.
General Lanes: Intrastate roadway lanes not exclusively designated by the Florida Department
of Transportation for long distance, high speed travel. In urbanized areas, general lanes include
high occupancy vehicle lanes not physically separated from other travel lanes.
Goal: The long-term end toward which programs or activities are ultimately directed.
Governing Body: The board of county commissioners of a county, the commission or council of
an incorporated municipality, or any other chief governing body of a unit of local government,
however designated, or the combination of such bodies where joint utilization of the provisions
of this act is accomplished as provided herein.
Governmental Agency:
a) The United States or any department, commission, agency, or other instrumentality
thereof.
b) This state or any department, commission, agency, or other instrumentality thereof.
c) Any local government, as defined in this section, or any department, commission,
agency, or other instrumentality thereof.
d) Any school board or other special district, authority, or governmental entity.
Group Home: A facility which provides a living environment for unrelated residents who operate
as the functional equivalent of a family, including such supervision and care as may be
necessary to meet the physical, emotional and social needs of the residents. Adult congregate
living facilities comparable in size to group homes are included in this definition. It shall not
include rooming or boarding homes, clubs, fraternities, sororities, monasteries or convents,
hotels, residential treatment facilities, nursing homes, or emergency shelters.
Hazardous Waste: Solid waste, or a combination of solid wastes, which, because of its quantity,
concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, may cause, or significantly
contribute to, an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irreversible or incapacitating
reversible illness or may pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health or the
environment when improperly transported, disposed of, stored, treated or otherwise managed.
Historic Resources: All areas, districts or sites containing properties listed on the Florida Master
Site File, the National Register of Historic Places, or designated by a local government as
historically, architecturally, or archaeologically significant.
Hurricane Shelter: A structure designated by local officials as a place of safe refuge during a
storm or hurricane.
Hurricane Vulnerability Zone: areas delineated by the regional or local hurricane evacuation
plan as requiring evacuation. The hurricane vulnerability zone shall include areas requiring
evacuation in the event of a 100-year storm or Category 3 storm event.
Industrial Uses: The activities within land areas predominantly connected with manufacturing,
assembly, processing, or storage of products.

Infrastructure: man-made structures which serve the common needs of the population, such as:
sewage disposal systems; potable water systems; potable water wells serving a system; solid
waste disposal sites or retention areas; stormwater systems; utilities; piers; docks; wharves;
breakwaters; bulkheads; seawalls; bulwarks; revetments; causeways; marinas; navigation
channels; bridges; and roadways.
Intensity: An objective measurement of the extent to which land may be developed or used,
including the consumption or use of the space above, on or below ground; the measurement of
the use of or demand on natural resources; and the measurement of the use of or demand on
facilities and services.
Interagency Hazard Mitigation Report: The recommendations of a team of federal, state,
regional, or local officials that address measures to reduce the potential for future flood losses
and which is prepared in response to a Presidential Disaster Declaration.
Land: The earth, water, and air, above, below, or on the surface, and includes any
improvements or structures customarily regarded as land.
Land Development Regulation Commission: A commission designated by a local government to
develop and recommend, to the local governing body, land development regulations which
implement the adopted comprehensive plan and to review land development regulations, or
amendments thereto, for consistency with the adopted plan and report to the governing body
regarding its findings. The responsibilities of the land development regulation commission may
be performed by the local planning agency.
Land Development Regulations: Ordinances enacted by governing bodies for the regulation of
any aspect of development and includes any local government zoning, rezoning, subdivision,
building construction, or sign regulations or any other regulations controlling the development of
land, except that this definition shall not apply in s. 163.3213.
Land Use: The development that has occurred on the land, the development that is proposed by
a developer on the land, or the use that is permitted or permissible on the land under an
adopted comprehensive plan or element or portion thereof, land development regulations, or a
land development code, as the context may indicate.
Level of Service: An indicator of the extent or degree of service provided by, or proposed to be
provided by, a facility based on and related to the operational characteristics of the facility. Level
of service shall indicate the capacity per unit of demand for each public facility.
Limited Access Facility: A roadway especially designed for through traffic, and over, from, or to
which owners or occupants of abutting land or other persons have no greater than a limited right
or easement of access.
Living Marine Resources: oceanic or estuarine plants or animals, such as mangroves, sea
grasses, algae, coral reefs, and living marine habitat; fish, shellfish, crustacean and fisheries;
and sea turtles and marine mammals.
Local Government: Any county or municipality.
Local Planning Agency: The agency designated to prepare the comprehensive plan or plan
amendments required by the Local Government Comprehensive Planning and Land
Development Regulation Act.

Local Peacetime Emergency Plan: The plans prepared by the county civil defense or county
emergency management agency addressing weather-related natural hazards and man-made
disasters except nuclear power plant accidents and war. The plan covers hazard mitigation,
emergency preparedness, emergency response, emergency recovery and in coastal counties,
hurricane evacuation.
Local Road: A roadway providing service which is of relatively low traffic volume, short average
trip length or minimal through traffic movements, and high volume land access for abutting
property.
Low Income Household: A household that has an income that does not exceed 80 percent of
the median annual adjusted gross income for households within the state, or 80 percent of the
median annual adjusted gross income for households within the metropolitan statistical area
(MSA) or, if not within the MSA, within the county in which the household resides, whichever is
greater
Major Trip Generators or Attractors: Concentrated areas of intense land use or activity that
produces or attracts a significant number of local trip ends.
Manufactured Home: A mobile home fabricated on or after June 15, 1976, in an offsite
manufacturing facility for installation or assembly at the building site, with each section bearing a
seal certifying that it is built in compliance with the federal Manufactured Home Construction
and Safety Standards Act.
Marine Habitat: Areas where living marine resources naturally occur, such as mangroves, sea
grass beds, algae beds, salt marshes, transitional wetlands, marine wetlands, rocky shore
communities, hard bottom communities, oyster bars or flats, mud flats, coral reefs, worm reefs,
artificial reefs, offshore springs, near shore mineral deposits, and offshore sand deposits.
Marine Wetlands: Areas with a water regime determined primarily by tides and the dominant
vegetation is salt tolerant plant species including those species listed in Subsection 62301.200(3), F.A.C., "Submerged Marine Species."
Minerals: All solid minerals, including clay, gravel, phosphate rock, lime, shells (excluding live
shellfish), stone, sand, heavy minerals, and any rare earths, which are contained in the soils or
waters of the state.
Mobile Home: A structure, transportable in one or more sections, which is 8 body feet or more in
width and which is built on an integral chassis and designed to be used as a dwelling when
connected to the required utilities and includes the plumbing, heating, air conditioning, and
electrical systems contained therein. For tax purposes, the length of a mobile home is the
distance from the exterior of the wall nearest to the drawbar and coupling mechanism to the
exterior of the wall at the opposite end of the home where such walls enclose living or other
interior space. Such distance includes expandable rooms but excludes bay windows, porches,
drawbars, couplings, hitches, wall and roof extensions, or other attachments that do not enclose
interior space. In the event that the mobile home owner has no proof of the length of the
drawbar, coupling, or hitch, then the tax collector may in his or her discretion either inspect the
home to determine the actual length or may assume 4 feet to be the length of the drawbar,
coupling, or hitch.
Moderate Income Household: A household that has an income that does not exceed 120
percent of the median annual adjusted gross income for households within the state, or 120
percent of the median annual adjusted gross income for households within the metropolitan
statistical area (MSA) or, if not within the MSA, within the county in which the household
resides, whichever is greater.

Natural Drainage Features: The naturally occurring features of an area which accommodate the
flow of significant amounts of stormwater, such as streams, rivers, lakes, sloughs, floodplains
and wetlands.
Natural Drainage Flow: The pattern of surface and storm water drainage through or from a
particular site before the construction or installation of improvements or prior to re-grading.
Natural Groundwater Aquifer Recharge Areas: Areas contributing to or providing volumes of
water which make a contribution to the storage or regional flow of an aquifer.
Newspaper of General Circulation: A newspaper published at least on a weekly basis and
printed in the language most commonly spoken in the area within which it circulates, but does
not include a newspaper intended primarily for members of a particular professional or
occupational group, a newspaper whose primary function is to carry legal notices, or a
newspaper that is given away primarily to distribute advertising.
Nonpoint Source Pollution (NPS): Any source of water pollution that is not a point source.
Oceanic Waters: Waters of the Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, or Straits of Florida, excluding
estuaries.
Open Spaces: Undeveloped lands suitable for passive recreation or conservation uses.
Optional Sector Plan: An optional process authorized by s. 163.3245 in which one or more local
governments by agreement with the state land planning agency are allowed to address
development-of-regional-impact issues within certain designated geographic areas identified in
the local comprehensive plan as a means of fostering innovative planning and development
strategies in s. 163.3177(11)(a) and (b), furthering the purposes of this part and part I of chapter
380, reducing overlapping data and analysis requirements, protecting regionally significant
resources and facilities, and addressing extra jurisdictional impacts.
Parcel of Land: A quantity of land capable of being described with such definiteness that its
locations and boundaries may be established, which is designated by its owner or developer as
land to be used, or developed as, a unit or which has been used or developed as a unit.
Park: A neighborhood, community, or regional park.
Pattern: The form of the physical dispersal of development or land use.
Person: An individual, corporation, governmental agency, business trust, estate, trust,
partnership, association, two or more persons having a joint or common interest, or any other
legal entity.
Playground: A recreation area with play apparatus.
Point Source Pollution: Any source of water pollution that constitutes a discernible, confined,
and discrete conveyance, including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit,
well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or vessel
or other floating craft, from which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does not
include return flows from irrigated agriculture.
Policy: The way in which programs and activities are conducted to achieve an identified goal.
Pollution: The presence in the outdoor atmosphere, ground or water of any substances,
contaminants, noise, or manmade or man-induced alteration of the chemical, physical,
biological, or radiological integrity of air or water, in quantities or at levels which are or may be
potentially harmful or injurious to human health or welfare, animal or plant life, or property, or
unreasonably interfere with the enjoyment of life or property.

Port Facility: Harbor or shipping improvements used predominantly for commercial purposes
including channels, turning basins, jetties, breakwaters, landings, wharves, docks, markets,
structures, buildings, piers, storage facilities, plazas, anchorages, utilities, bridges, tunnels,
roads, causeways, and all other property or facilities necessary or useful in connection with
commercial shipping.
Potable Water Facilities: A system of structures designed to collect, treat, or distribute potable
water, and includes water wells, treatment plants, reservoirs, and distribution mains.
Potable Water Well field: The site of one or more water wells which supply potable water for
human consumption to a water system which serves at least 15 service connections used by
year-round residents or regularly serves at least 25 year-round residents.
Private Recreation Sites: Sites owned by private, commercial or non-profit entities available to
the public for purposes of recreational use.
Projects that Promote Public Transportation: Projects that directly affect the provisions of public
transit, including transit terminals, transit lines and routes, separate lanes for the exclusive use
of public transit services, transit stops (shelters and stations), office buildings or projects that
include fixed-rail or transit terminals as part of the building, and projects which are transit
oriented and designed to complement reasonably proximate planned or existing public facilities.
Public Access: The ability of the public to physically reach, enter or use recreation sites
including beaches and shores.
Public Buildings and Grounds: Structures or lands that are owned, leased, or operated by a
government entity, such as civic and community centers, hospitals, libraries, police stations, fire
stations, and government administration buildings.
Public Facilities: Major capital improvements, including, but not limited to, transportation,
sanitary sewer, solid waste, drainage, potable water, educational, parks and recreational, and
health systems and facilities, and spoil disposal sites for maintenance dredging located in the
intracoastal waterways, except for spoil disposal sites owned or used by ports listed in s.
403.021(9)(b).
Public notice: Notice as required by s. 125.66(2) for a county or by s. 166.041(3)(a) for a
municipality. The public notice procedures required in this part are established as minimum
public notice procedures.
Public Recreation Sites: Sites owned or leased on a long-term basis by a federal, state,
regional or local government agency for purposes of recreational use.
Public Transit: Passenger services provided by public, private or non-profit entities such as the
following surface transit modes: commuter rail, rail rapid transit, light rail transit, light guide-way
transit, express bus, and local fixed route bus.
Purchase of Development Rights: The acquisition of a governmentally recognized right to
develop land which is severed from the realty and held or further conveyed by the purchaser.
Recreation: The pursuit of leisure time activities occurring in an indoor or outdoor setting.
Recreation facility: a component of a recreation site used by the public such as a trail, court,
athletic field or swimming pool.
Recreational Uses: Activities within areas where recreation occurs.
Regional Park: A park which is designed to serve two or more communities.

Regional Planning Agency: The agency designated by the state land planning agency to
exercise responsibilities under law in a particular region of the state.
Relocation Housing: Those dwellings which are made available to families displaced by public
programs, provided that such dwellings are decent, safe and sanitary and within the financial
means of the families or individuals displaced.
Resident Population: Inhabitants counted in the same manner utilized by the United States
Bureau of the Census, in the category of total population. Resident population does not include
seasonal population.
Residential Uses: Activities within land areas used predominantly for housing.
Right-of-Way: Land in which the state, a county, or a municipality owns the fee simple title or
has an easement dedicated or required for a transportation or utility use.
Roadway Functional Classification: The assignment of roads into categories according to the
character of service they provide in relation to the total road network. Basic functional categories
include limited access facilities, arterial roads, and collector roads, which may be
subcategorized into principal, major or minor levels. Those levels may be further grouped into
urban and rural categories.
Rural Areas: Low density areas characterized by social, economic and institutional activities
which may be largely based on agricultural uses or the extraction of natural resources in
unprocessed form, or areas containing large proportions of undeveloped, unimproved, or low
density property.
Rural Village or Rural Activity Center: A small, compact node of development within a rural area
containing development, uses and activities which are supportive of and have a functional
relationship with the social, economic and institutional needs of the surrounding rural areas.
Sanitary Sewer Facilities: Structures or systems designed for the collection, transmission,
treatment, or disposal of sewage and includes trunk mains, interceptors, treatment plants and
disposal systems.
Sanitary Sewer Interceptor: A sewerage conduit which connects directly to, and transmits
sewage to, a treatment plant.
Sanitary Sewer Trunk Main: a sewerage conduit which connects directly to, and transmits
sewage to, an interceptor.
Seasonal Population: Part-time inhabitants who utilize, or may be expected to utilize, public
facilities or services, but are not residents. Seasonal population shall include tourists, migrant
farm-workers, and other short-term and long-term visitors.
Services: The programs and employees determined necessary by local government to provide
adequate operation and maintenance of public facilities and infrastructure as well as those
educational, health care, social and other programs necessary to support the programs, public
facilities, and infrastructure set out in the local plan or required by local, state, or federal law.
Shoreline or Shore: The interface of land and water and, as used in the coastal management
element requirements, is limited to oceanic and estuarine interfaces.
Solid Waste: Sludge from a waste treatment works, water supply treatment plant, or air
pollution control facility or garbage, rubbish, refuse, or other discarded material, including solid,
liquid, semisolid, or contained gaseous material resulting from domestic, industrial, commercial,
mining, agricultural, or governmental operations.

Solid Waste Facilities: Structures or systems designed for the collection, processing or disposal
of solid wastes, including hazardous wastes, and includes transfer stations, processing plants,
recycling plants, and disposal systems.
Solid Waste Processing Plant: A facility for incineration, resource recovery, or recycling of solid
waste prior to its final disposal.
Solid Waste Transfer Station: A facility for temporary collection of solid waste prior to transport
to a processing plant or to final disposal.
State Land Planning Agency: The Department of Community Affairs.
Stormwater: The flow of water which results from a rainfall event.
Stormwater Facilities: Manmade structures that are part of a stormwater management system
designed to collect, convey, hold, divert, or discharge stormwater, and may include stormwater
sewers, canals, detention facilities and retention facilities.
Stormwater Management System: A system which is designed and constructed or implemented
to control stormwater, incorporating methods to collect, convey, store, absorb, inhibit, treat, use,
or reuse stormwater to prevent or reduce flooding, over-drainage, environmental degradation,
and water pollution or otherwise affect the quantity and quality of discharges from the system.
Structure: Includes all permanent or temporary, fixed or movable construction comprising
buildings, stands, signs, and billboards erected independently or affixed to exterior walls,
provided however that utility lines and poles shall not be considered structures.
Support Documents: Any surveys, studies, inventory maps, data, inventories, listings or
analyses used as bases for or in developing the local comprehensive plan.
Suitability: The degree to which the existing characteristics and limitations of land and water are
compatible with a proposed use or development.
Transfer of Development Rights: A governmentally recognized right to use or develop land at a
certain density, or intensity, or for a particular purpose, which is severed from the realty and
placed on some other property.
Transportation demand management: strategies and techniques that can be used to increase
the efficiency of the transportation system. Demand management focuses on ways of
influencing the amount and demand for transportation by encouraging alternatives to the singleoccupant automobile and by altering local peak hour travel demand. These strategies and
techniques may, among others, include: ridesharing programs, flexible work hours,
telecommuting, shuttle services, and parking management.
Transportation Disadvantaged: Those individuals who because of physical or mental disability,
income status, or age are unable to transport themselves or purchase transportation and are
therefore dependent upon others to obtain access to health care, employment, education,
shopping, social activities, or other life-sustaining activities.
Transportation System Management: Improving roads, intersections, and other related facilities
to make the existing transportation system operate more efficiently. Transportation system
management techniques include demand management strategies, incident management
strategies, and other actions that increase the operating efficiency of the existing system.
Urban Area: An area of or for development characterized by social, economic and institutional
activities which are predominantly based on the manufacture, production, distribution, or
provision of goods and services in a setting which typically includes residential and
nonresidential development uses other than those which are characteristic of rural areas.

Urban Infill: The development of vacant parcels in otherwise built-up areas where public
facilities such as sewer systems, roads, schools, and recreation areas are already in place and
the average residential density is at least five dwelling units per acre, the average nonresidential
intensity is at least a floor area ratio of 1.0 and vacant, developable land does not constitute
more than 10 percent of the area.
Urban Redevelopment: Demolition and reconstruction or substantial renovation of existing
buildings or infrastructure within urban infill areas or existing urban service areas, or community
redevelopment areas.
Urban Sprawl: Urban development or uses which are located in predominantly rural areas, or
rural areas interspersed with generally low-intensity or low-density urban uses, and which are
characterized by one or more of the following conditions: (a) The premature or poorly planned
conversion of rural land to other uses; (b) The creation of areas of urban development or uses
which are not functionally related to land uses which predominate the adjacent area; or (c) The
creation of areas of urban development or uses which fail to maximize the use of existing public
facilities or the use of areas within which public services are currently provided. Urban sprawl is
typically manifested in one or more of the following land use or development patterns: Leapfrog
or scattered development; ribbon or strip commercial or other development; or large expanses
of predominantly low-intensity, low-density, or single-use development.
Vegetative Communities: Ecological communities, such as coastal strands, oak hammocks, and
cypress swamps, which are classified based on the presence of certain soils, vegetation and
animals.
Very Low Income Household: A household that has an income that does not exceed 50 percent
of the median annual adjusted gross income for households within the state, or 50 percent of
the median annual adjusted gross income for households within the metropolitan statistical area
(MSA) or, if not within the MSA, within the county in which the household resides, whichever is
greater.
Water-dependent Uses: Activities which can be carried out only on, in or adjacent to water
areas because the use requires access to the water body for: waterborne transportation
including ports or marinas; recreation; electrical generating facilities; or water supply.
Water Recharge Areas: Land or water areas through which groundwater is replenished.
Water-related Uses: Activities which are not directly dependent upon access to a water body,
but which provide goods and services that are directly associated with water-dependent or
waterway uses.
Water Wells: Wells excavated, drilled, dug, or driven for the supply of industrial, agricultural or
potable water for general public consumption.
Wellhead Protection Area: An area designated by local government to provide land use
protection for the groundwater source for a potable water well field, as defined in this rule
chapter {9J-5}, including the surface and subsurface area surrounding the well field. Differing
levels of protection may be established within the wellhead protection area commensurate with
the capacity of the well and an evaluation of the risk to human health and the environment.
Wellhead protection areas shall be delineated using professionally accepted methodologies
based on the best available data and taking into account any zone of contribution described in
existing data.

Wetlands: Those areas that fall under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers or
the Florida Department of Environmental Protection. Furthermore, “Wetlands” can be defined as
those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support, and under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soils.
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